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Abstract
This is technical report outlining an idea for basic long term research into the
architectures for programmable all-optical Internet routers.
We are revisiting some of the fundamental tenets of computer science to carry
out this work, and so it is necessarily highly speculative.
Currently, the processing elements in all-electronic routers are typically fairly
conventional von-Neumann architecture computers with processors that have large,
complex instruction sets (even RISC is relatively complex compared with the actual
requirements for packet processing) and Random Access Memory.
As the need for speed increases, first this architecture (see Nick McKeown’s excellent talk in reference [6]), and then the classical computing hardware components,
and finally, electronics cease to be able to keep up.
At this time, optical device technology is making great strides, and we see the
availability of gates, as well as a plethora of invention in providing buffering mechanisms.
However, a critical problem we foresee is the ability to re-program devices for
different packet processing functions such as classification and scheduling. This proposal is aimed at researching one direction for adding optical domain programmability.
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Scientific and Technological Rationale and Relevance

1.1

Purpose - Turing Switching

The goal of this project is to revisit basic computer science and the architectural design
of computers for switching - we refer to our approach as Turing Switching1 , as we will
argue that by analogy with the original Turing Machine, a packet switch control system
need not be a von Neumann architecture, or anything closely resembling it.
We wish to provide a programmable optical packet switch, which has the flexibility of a
software system, and the performance of an optical system. This is against current trends
towards circuit (or at least label switching and wavelength or wave-band) switching.
The motivation is to retain advantages of:
1

This term was recently unearthed by Tom Scott <tscott@vedatel.com> and reported in a personal
communication with the proposer.
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• an evolvable network, due to programmability;
• fully distributed control, with commensurate advantages of faster than RTT (round
trip time) time-scale adaption to traffic and outage conditions;
• continuity with Internet models and management.

1.2

History

To date the research have rightly concentrated on optical systems to support relatively
simple data structures, and opto-electronic systems where programming is needed, where
the software (code/execution) resides largely on the electronics and physics side.
We have examined the available publications from the first four phases of the program,
and note that the engagement with computer science has been quite modest (around two
departments/projects), and feel that there is now a moment to open up the approaches.
Thus, the goal here is to engage more fully with computer science, starting from fundamental (and quite mature) principles, to see whether programmability can be applied in
a novel way on a pure optical, packet switch.
Packet switches (especially IP routers) have been a major success in the last two
decades because of programmability, far more than because of performance. This latter
failing is becoming a major obstacle to better Internet performance, but we do not wish
to compromise the former in fixing this!

1.3

Approach

Packet processing requires a nearly (but not quite) full Turing machine, but it does not
need a Von Neumann Architecture (complex CPU(s) and random access store for program
and data).
Instead we can start from first principles:
1. revisit Turing machines with multiple tapes and heads, and
2. re-examine at programming models for systems with delay line memory;
3. survey at available current and near future devices (e.g. SOAs, TOAD, etc).
• For example, a single XOR gate is sufficient to build a general processor: an
existence proof at BT’s Martlesham research labs was carried out (personal
communication from John Midwinter) and elsewhere where ATM VCI lookup
and swapping was achieved; more recent work by Blumenthal and Dorren (see
references) has gone much further in this direction and has achieved full optical
only label switching.
• fast tunable parallel optical delay lines (c.f. work at Princeton), and other
techniques for more flexible program and packet and configuratrion (forwarding
table prefix) store.
4

4. We will look at IP packet processing as an exemplar of data communications problem:
The typical modern IP router looks at around 40 bytes, updating usually only a
couple of fields. The first 20 bytes contain routing and type of service detail including
destination address prefix matching, source address lookup for RPM for multicast,
and mobile (IP in IP tunnels). The second 20 bytes typically hold information that
is used for flow identification, which is used to select finer grain type of service,
and is also important for firewall, and traceback functions in the event of security
problems (e.g. flash crowd or DDOS).
5. System design should include program language and compilers (like other specialised
areas such as VLSI and logic languages and DSP and signal processing languages)
- tools would be developed to check designs on a potentially realized hardware
platform;
Additional outputs could include:
• a more ideal packet network, seeing how IP must evolve, if it is to fit programmable
optical network devices, but retain sensible costs;
• IP packet processing only contains finite iteration (not general recursion), and such
programs are provable (not just checkable). In fact the programs can typically be
transformed into Finite State Automata, although we will concentrate on massive
scale instruction re-scheduling as an approach;
• We will also look at how this drives more optical device research with Marconi;
• We can look at hybrids of this with circuit, burst and lambda switched networks
such as the new generalized MPLS architecture.

1.4

Assumptions

There are some assumptions that we are making about the type of (minimal) optical gates,
and their costs, e.g. Semi-conductor Optical Amplifiers, or FTGRs. We will discuss this
with photonics and optical device experts.

1.5

Evaluation

In the final evaluation of our work, we will know if we have succeeded or failed based on
whether an affordable solution in terms of expensive (in power, space and price) gates,
versus how simple we can make the packet processing programs without them being very
long in instruction length and execution time (an instruction miss or stall cycle could be a
delay line loop!). There are a variety of interesting problems caused by resulting process
time rather than queueing time jitter, and potential for packet re-ordering (this is not
fatal in IP networks)!
For realistic packet header complexity, we evaluate program complexity for: not just
longest prefix match, but also DS code-point mapping, and TTL and checksum processing,
but also say NAT, port NAT, traceback log/hash, etc. and compare to current approaches.
5
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Why is this important

The market in high speed switches and routers is growing, even in the current climate
(Cisco’s last quarter was still 20% up on the previous year). There are clear UK benefits
(e.g. for Marconi) in integrating packet switching with UK strengths in photonics.
The project will be of some interest also in the area of optical backplane design, and the
approach includes potential further research areas for other novel computing approaches
(e.g. gene sequencing computers, such as the proposed IBM “Blue Gene”) where classical
von Neumann architectures are sub-optimal in any case.
The area of code re-writing and instruction scheduling approach we are advocating is
also currently an important topic in VLIW (very long instruction word) processor design
(the Crusoe and next generation of Intel processors are related to this category, and the
trend is general). Thus although we are taking an extreme approach, it is clear that some
ideas are common.
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A Strange Kind of Computer, Yet Somehow Familiar

Typical IP header processing in a conventional processor takes around 100 instructions,
using a small percentage of the actual opcodes avaialble in a conventional RISC or CISC
Processor (e.g. MIPS in Cisco, Intel in Linux routers)
If we define an processor with a very few opcodes, and a very simple isntruction fetch
and execute cycle based on optimum programming, together with instruction scheduler,
we can estimate the number of instructions for covnetional IPv4 on an 8 instruction, 1
bit operand, 2 operand, machine on the order of several thousand. This is offset by the
speed of the gates (on the order of 5ns) and opcode fetch times.
The main task is to define this architecture in detail, and to develop an assembler, and
instruction scheduler for it. We will compare this with FSA approaches too. The output
from the work is the architecture, and its performance on typical real internet packet and
routing table traces.
A subsidiary task is to look at a variety of possible designs for accelerator/co-processors
(e.g. parallel ternary cams etc), which might be built from more exotic optical hardware as
it is available. Most importantly, we need a clean architectural system design to integate
these with the main processor architecture.
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